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ABSTRACT

Understanding the temporal evolution of features of interest re-
quires the ability to: (i) extract features from each snapshot; (ii)
correlate them over time; and (iii) understand the resulting tracking
graph. This paper provides new solutions for the last two chal-
lenges in the context of large-scale turbulent combustion simula-
tions. In particular, we present a simple and general algorithm to
correlate hierarchical features, embedded in time-dependent sur-
faces. This, for the first time, provides a parameter independent
approach to track embedded features. Furthermore, we provide a
new technique to adaptively change feature parameters over time
to both: alleviate artifacts due to insufficient temporal resolution
as well as to simplify the resulting tracking graphs to promote new
scientific insights. Our solutions are integrated into a general and
flexible analysis environment that allows users to interactively ex-
plore the spatio-temporal behavior of large-scale simulations. We
demonstrate the results using the analysis of extinction holes in tur-
bulent combustion as primary case study and a number of other
applications to illustrate the generality of the approach.

Index Terms: E.1 [DATA STRUCTURES]: Graphs and
Networks—; J.2 [PHYSICAL SCIENCES AND ENGINEERING]:
Engineering—;

1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most common analysis tasks in many scientific applica-
tions is the need to understand the evolution of time-varying fea-
tures. Often, there exists some notion of a feature of interest at
each moment in time, e.g. extinction regions in flames, eddies in
the ocean, and these features evolve over time. Exploring and an-
alyzing the behavior of these features with respect to changes in
parameters and in time is of significant interest. Often, the com-
plex spatio-temporal relationships of these features are represented
using tracking graphs that capture the evolution of features across
time as a collection of tracks. In practice, one is usually given a
number of time steps from a simulation or an experiment and un-
derstanding the feature evolution proceeds in three steps: First, one
needs to define the feature of interest within each time step; Second,
features should be correlated, i.e. tracked, between successive time
steps; and Third, the resulting feature tracks need to be analyzed.

Here, we are interested in understanding the evolution of extinc-
tion regions in turbulent flames. More specifically, we are given
a large-scale, direct numerical simulation (DNS) of a turbulent jet
flame undergoing extinction and re-ignition (see Figure 1). Sci-
entists define the flame as an isosurface of mixture fraction – the
ratio of unburnt fuel versus combustion products – as shown in Fig-
ure 1(b). However, not all of this surface is considered burning.
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the DNS domain for the turbulent jet
flame. Image curtsey of [4]. (b) The jet flame isosurface of mixture
fraction with interpolated OH concentration. The ‘blue’ regions
represent extinction regions and ‘red’ indicates an active chemical
process. The isosurface is complex and can fold on itself making
feature tracking challenging.

Instead, a second indicator, the OH concentration, is used to clas-
sify the flame into burning regions and extinction holes. A high OH
level indicates an active chemical process while a low concentration
marks an extinct portion of the flame. As the simulation proceeds,
more extinction holes develop, grow, and ultimately heal again and
disappear. Tracking this process over time on a per-hole basis may
lead to new insights into why these holes are forming and what ef-
fects contribute to their closing.

A number of factors make this use case especially challeng-
ing for existing techniques. First, the exact OH threshold is not
known and in fact exploring how the evolution differs for different
thresholds is of significant interest. However, given the size of the
source data (≈1500GB in total), a repeated analysis is practically
infeasible especially as part of an interactive exploration. Further-
more, most existing tracking techniques are based on spatial over-
lap or motion prediction [23, 16, 28]. The former does not apply
as the flame surface itself moves quite significantly and flame sur-
faces of successive time steps rarely overlap. Predictor-based ap-
proaches [22, 21, 25] work well for sparse sets of well separated
features in which ambiguities can be accurately resolved. Unfortu-
nately, as shown in Figure 1b, the flame surfaces become highly
convoluted especially in later time steps, and features are quite
densely present throughout the flame. This makes predictor-based
schemes unreliable and difficult to tune. Weber et al. [26] propose
to use a Reeb graph of a space-time surface to track embedded fea-
tures. However, as discussed later, this technique is quite involved,
as well as, expensive and is only applicable to a fixed OH threshold.
Instead, our approach is simple to implement and produces equiv-
alent results for variable thresholds. Finally, the resulting tracking
graphs are large, highly complex, and difficult to comprehend (see
Figure 2). This is partially due to artifacts from the lack of temporal
resolution and unavoidable instabilities in the parameter choices. In
principle, the former could be avoided through repeated execution
with more temporal resolution and/or in-situ processing. However,
in practice re-running even parts of the simulation is infeasible.

In this paper, we address the challenges discussed above by com-
bining a new algorithm to correlate embedded features with a new



Figure 2: The tracking graph for the first 26 of the 101 time steps
in the turbulent jet flame data set. As discussed below we display
an intermediate step between each consecutive pair so a total of 51
steps are displayed. The graph contains only 1802 nodes, still it is
nearly incomprehensible due to the complex interactions.

adaptive parameter selection to allow an interactive and parameter
independent exploration of embedded features in large-scale simu-
lations. In particular, we use merge trees [7, 28] to define extinction
holes in a parameter independent manner for each time step. We use
the space-time isosurfacing of Bhaniramka et al. [5] and show how
merge trees of different subsets of a space-time isovolume can be
combined with a simple overlap tracking to correlate and thus track
parameter independent families of embedded features. Finally, we
exploit the flexibility in defining temporally and spatially varying
parameters to simplify the resulting tracking graphs by removing
artifacts caused by temporal undersampling and parameter instabil-
ities. Our contributions in detail are:

• A new algorithm to track families of embedded features by
computing merge trees of various subsets of space-time iso-
volumes;

• An approach to compensate for the insufficient temporal res-
olution by locally adapting the OH parameter in time;

• A progressive, three-pass algorithm to locally adapt thresh-
olds within a given error bound in order to produce more
temporally cohesive and thus easier to comprehend tracking
graphs; and

• An interactive system to explore the temporal evolution of
embedded features with applications to several multi TeraByte
combustion simulations.

2 RELATED WORK

This section briefly recaps relevant related work in the areas of fea-
ture extraction, correlation, and tracking graphs.
Feature Extraction. There exist a large variety of feature defini-
tions and even a cursory overview is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here we are predominantly interested in threshold-based features
of a scalar field, i.e. OH. Traditionally, such features are extracted
using isosurfaces [20] or interval volumes [13]. However, as men-
tioned above, there exist no a priori known threshold and repeated
processing is too costly. Instead, we need techniques able to ex-
tract information for all or a large range of thresholds in a single
pass. Recently, topological based techniques such as the Morse-
Smale complex [15], contour trees [9], or merge trees [7, 3] have
been used very effectively to capture flexible feature hierarchies.
Here, we use merge trees as the simplest structure that encodes ex-
tinction holes. To remove artifacts and simplify the tracking graphs
we use localized thresholds to define features. This idea is similar
to the flexible isosurfaces of Carr et al. [10] but based on merge
rather than contour trees and thus somewhat easier to compute and
manipulate.

Feature Correlation. Given a set of features the next step is to
correlate them and analyze their evolution over time. In particu-
lar, scientists are interested in events such as the birth/death or the
merging/splitting of features as well as in understanding the evo-
lution of a single feature over time, e.g. how its size or chemi-
cal composition changes. One simple form of tracking is through
spatial overlap: defining features as correlated if they intersect in
space [23, 24, 28]. However, in the case of extinction holes, fea-
tures are defined on a moving surface and two consecutive snap-
shots of the mixture fraction isosurface may not overlap at all. This
makes overlap based tracking not applicable.

Another set of techniques considers isosurfaces of time varying
functions and tracks their components by either directly comput-
ing the topology of the time-varying function [12] or using vari-
ous acceleration structures [1, 17]. However, these techniques only
consider isosurfaces of a single scalar function not the restriction
of one function (OH concentration) on the isosurface of another.
This is a crucial limitation for our application as 3D extinction re-
gions are space-filling. As shown in Figure 4, isosurfaces of OH at
the relevant thresholds do not form isolated features but a “swiss-
cheese” like structure with internal voids of burning material. As
a result tracking extinction regions only becomes meaningful once
restricted to the mixture fraction surfaces.

Weber at al. [26] track embedded features – in their case fuel
consumption restricted to a temperature isosurface – by first ex-
tracting a space-time isovolume and then thresholding it to extract
a space-time isosurface. Alternatively, this surface can be thought
of as the boundaries of the burning regions swept through time. The
Reeb graph of time as a function on this surface creates the track-
ing graph. However, this approach is quite involved and also does
not allow the fuel consumption rate (the equivalent of OH in our
case) to vary. Instead of large-scale Reeb graphs our approach re-
quires only much simpler to compute merge trees yet provides full
flexibility in choosing the OH threshold.

There also exist a number of approaches to track features
through flow fields by directly integrating their paths in the flow
[14, 27]. However, extinction regions are not purely advected but
also “move” as the flame consumes fuel. Thus, their paths are not
necessarily well described by the surrounding flow. Furthermore, it
is unclear how well the turbulent flow present at the interface layer
is described by the temporally sparse sampling of the velocity field.
Tracking Graphs. A tracking graph is one of the most com-
monly used representations for visualizing feature evolution over
time [21, 19, 7, 28]. However, as the data sets grow in size, the
corresponding tracking graphs can be convoluted and contain many
spurious events and difficult to comprehend crossings. In general,
finding an optimal layout for these graphs is NP-hard [2]. Kasten
et al. [18] consider the simpler problem of a tracking tree which
can always be displayed without crossings. Widanagamaachchi et
al. [28] use a greedy heuristic to minimize edge crossings by itera-
tively growing the graph starting at some focus time step. Here we
employ a similar strategy but instead of only optimizing the layout
we allow users to specify a small range of valid thresholds. Sub-
sequently, we use the additional flexibility to simplify the graph
on-the-fly by removing spurious events and artifacts.

3 TURBULENT COMBUSTION

Non-premixed combustion is employed in diverse areas of applica-
tion ranging from diesel engines to gas turbines for power genera-
tion and aviation. One of the main challenges to using this mode
of combustion for energy generation is the flame stability. The high
Reynolds numbers found in most industrial applications generate
significant flame-turbulence interactions which may result in a par-
tial or complete blow off, decreasing efficiency and increasing un-
burned hydrocarbon emissions. It is therefore important to under-
stand the details of this process. This requires a carefully designed



simulation that involves partial flame extinction due to strong tur-
bulence. With this objective, a three dimensional DNS of a tur-
bulent jet flame with di-methyl ether (DME) as fuel, undergoing
extinction and re-ignition are performed [4]. The grid resolution
is 920×1400×720 with 101 snapshots stored for post-processing
totaling ≈1500GB of data.

The turbulent jet flame is initialized as two shear layers with a
stream-wise velocity ∆U/2 in the center of the jet (fuel stream)
and −∆U/2 outside it (oxidizer coflow), as shown in Figure 1(a).
The fuel jet is comprised of 12% DME, 18% H2, and 70% N2 by
volume while the oxygen enriched oxidizer stream is comprised of
31% O2 and 69% N2. The simulation parameters with respect to
turbulence and chemistry are chosen such that significant local ex-
tinction and subsequent re-ignition is observed. These simulations
represent the first time DME has been incorporated and the highest
Reynolds number ever achieved in a fully resolved reacting direct
numerical simulation. In trying to understand the mechanism of
extinction and re-ignition in this flame, the focus is on a single sur-
face termed the “stoichiometric mixture fraction isosurface”, cor-
responding to the region of the flame where fuel and oxidizer are
present in exactly the right amounts required to consume each other
completely. We track various reacting scalar quantities on this sur-
face as the flow field evolves in time to understand the details of
extinction/re-ignition. Being able to track specific sub-regions on
this reacting isosurface is crucial towards understanding the details
of the physical process and thus tracking graphs of these regions
are crucial for any subsequent analysis.

4 BACKGROUND

As discussed above, we are interested in tracking regions of low
OH concentration on the evolving mixture fraction isosurface. To
correlate the isosurfaces over time we assume a piecewise linear
interpolation in time and use the algorithm of [6] to compute a
space-time isovolume. Furthermore, we use merge trees to encode
extinction holes for variable thresholds to allow a flexible parameter
exploration of the resulting tracks. Here, we briefly recap these two
algorithms before describing our contributions in the later sections.

4.1 4D Isovolumes

Since the mixture fraction isosurfaces become highly complex over
time we propose to create an explicit mesh that connects consecu-
tive time steps rather than relying on a geometric heuristic to corre-
late features. In particular, our input data is given on a regular grid
and for analysis purposes it is usually interpolated using trilinear in-
terpolation in space. Consequently, we assume linear interpolation
in time and use the marching hypercubes algorithm of Bhaniramka
et al. [6] to extract a space-time mixture fraction, i.e. isovolume.
Conceptually, one can think of this volume as the region of space
(and time) swept by the moving isosurface of mixture fraction. In
practice, an isovolume between each pair of consecutive time steps
is defined as a tetrahedral mesh with three spatial and one time co-
ordinate. We then interpolate the corresponding OH values at each
vertex to produce a mesh defining the evolution of the extinction
regions. Selecting all the triangles from the isovolume mesh whose
vertices are entirely within one time step (rather than at an interpo-
lated time between) results in the traditional isosurface of mixture
fraction at the corresponding time step.

4.2 Merge Tree

While the mixture fraction isovalue is fairly standard and well es-
tablished there exists no universal OH threshold value to indicate
extinction and/or burning. Consequently, the goal is to explore dif-
ferent thresholds ideally without re-processing the data. The merge
tree, a topological structure encoding the hierarchy of connected
components of superlevel sets, has proved highly effective in en-
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Figure 3: (a) The merge tree encodes the nesting relationships of
superlevel sets. Each branch corresponds to a connected compo-
nent of a superlevel set, and each vertex to a critical point where
the connectivity changes. (b) Traditionally the tree is cut at a fixed
threshold (horizontal line) resulting in a set of subtrees each repre-
senting one feature. (c) Localized thresholds create an arbitrary cut
allowing a more flexible feature extraction. Images curtsey of [3].

coding threshold-based features like the extinction holes in a pa-
rameter independent manner [9, 7, 3].

Given a function f a level set L(h) = {v ∈ M| f (v) = h} on a
mesh M, f : M 7→ R, is a set of points with the same isovalue h.
A connected component of level set is a contour. A superlevel set
is a union of level sets S(h) = ∪h′≥hL(h′). As the function value
changes, contours nest inside each other and define a feature hier-
archy which can be captured by a merge tree [9]. The merge tree is
a rooted tree defined by a set of edges corresponding to equivalence
classes of contours and a set of vertices corresponding to critical
points where connectivity changes, as shown in Figure 3a. The root
of tree is either global minimum (merge tree) or maximum (split
tree). To extract components of a superlevel set the tree is cut at a
selected threshold h, creating a forest of subtrees, as shown in Fig-
ure 3b. Each subtree corresponds to a connected component and
thus to a connected region in the domain. As shown in Figure 3c,
any cut that intersects each path from a leaf to the root at most once
results in a valid segmentation. In particular, as discussed below
one can use localized, per-feature thresholds for a more flexible
feature definition. Here, we use the streaming algorithm of [8] to
extract split trees of the OH concentration and store the results to
interactively extract extinction regions at localized thresholds.

Figure 4: Parameter independent tracking of embedded features.
Isosurfaces (shown as planes) of three consecutive time steps are
shown with the merge tree of the second function indicated below.
The space-time isovolume between time steps contains the surfaces
at either end as well as vertices between steps. For illustration pur-
poses some super-contours in the isovolume are shown in grey. Two
branches in the trees of the original time steps and the isovolume
that share vertices are correlated. Combined these correlations form
the complete tracking information between all branches.

5 CORRELATING EMBEDDED FEATURES

This section presents a simple approach for parameter-independent
tracking of embedded features with variable thresholds. Concep-
tually, we follow the approach of Widanagamaachchi et al. [28]
which connects branches of merge trees over time to store the pa-
rameter independent tracking information using overlap tracking.
However, for embedded features, i.e. regions on moving surfaces,
overlap tracking does not apply directly since, in general, two con-
secutive isosurfaces do not share any vertices. As discussed in Sec-
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Figure 5: Effects of decreasing temporal resolution. (a) An illustration of the neighborhood around a mixture fraction iso-surface. Small
pockets of burning (high OH) fuel are separated by extinction holes (low OH). (b) A slow moving mixture fraction surface – T0 to T1 – creates
easily tractable tunnels of low OH. (c) A moderately fast moving surface – T0 to T2 – artificially connects extinction holes. However, lowering
the extinction threshold to the middle shade of blue can compensate for the artifact. (d) A fast moving surface – T0 to T3 – can create a region
of artificially low OH (dark blue) connecting extinction holes that cannot be split by manipulating the threshold.

tion 4.1, we build an explicit space-time isovolume of mixture frac-
tion between pairs of consecutive time steps and interpolate the cor-
responding OH values at all its vertices, i.e. t = 0+ 1 in Figure 4.
Subsequently, we extract the isosurfaces within each time step and
extract their merge trees, i.e. t = 0 and t = 1 in Figure 4. In princi-
ple, one can connect branches between the isosurfaces, i.e. t = 0 to
t = 1, by traversing the connecting isovolume to determine whether
two branches or rather their corresponding features are part of the
same super-contour as indicated in light gray. However, this would
require an explicit mesh data structure for the space-time isovolume
and repeated costly traversals for all branches. Weber et al. [26] cir-
cumvent this problem by concentrating on a single OH threshold (a
single super-levelset) and extracting its boundary (equivalent to the
boundary of the light gray region in Figure 4). The Reeb graph of
this surface describes the tracking graph for this single threshold.
Instead, we propose a simpler approach that exploits the fact that
all vertices in either time step are also part of the isovolume.

Given two branches b0
i and b1

j , in the merge trees of time step 0
and 1 respectively, the question one has to answer is whether their
corresponding features share the same super-contour in the space-
time isovolume. If they do then there exists a path in the isovolume
entirely contained in this super-contour that connects b0

i with b1
j and

the two should be considered correlated in time. However, instead
of tracing such a path directly this query can be answered by sim-
ply computing an additional merge tree of OH on the isovolume.
This merge tree by design encodes the nesting and segmentation of
all super-contours of OH. Therefore, for all vertices of all branches
in t = 0 we determine their respective branches in the merge tree
of the isovolume t = 0+ 1. Symmetrically, we can do the same
for all branches in t = 1. Following the algorithm in [28] we then
accumulate the tracking information towards the root to compute a
per-feature (per-subtree) rather then a per-branch tracking. Effec-
tively, we track all features in t = 0 forward and all features in t = 1
backward to an intermediate representation t = 0+ 1. Combined
these provide the complete tracking information between both time
steps. This approach replaces each step of the fixed threshold Reeb
graph based tracking of [26] with two steps of simple overlap track-
ing (as vertices are shared between the surfaces and the volume) at
the cost of an additional merge tree computation but providing com-
plete flexibility in varying the threshold.

This scheme is simple to implement and very general. All that is
required is a mesh that contains all the vertices of two consecutive
time steps as well as an arbitrary number of additional vertices to
form the connections. For each two time steps, three merge trees are
computed, the complete one and the two restricted to the starting
and ending time steps, then overlap tracking is used for computing
the relevant tracking results.

6 TEMPORAL ARTIFACT REDUCTION

Once the merge trees and tracking information are computed, we
have the capability to explore the evolution of extinction holes for
a range of OH threshold values. For each time step or intermedi-
ate tree we select a threshold, extract the corresponding features,
and connect features across time using the pre-computed tracking
information. However, the resulting tracking graph shows the evo-
lution of features assuming linear interpolation in time. Depending
on the temporal resolution of the original data this may be incorrect.
Consider the example shown in Figure 5(a)-(c). For a slow moving
isosurface – T0 to T1 – the interpolated OH field on the space-time
isovolume shows essentially the same structure as on the individual
surfaces. Thus, the two independent extinction holes (blue sections
of the surfaces) remain isolated and can easily be tracked. However,
for a slightly faster moving isosurface – T0 to T2 – the temporal in-
terpolation creates artifacts. In particular, the burning regions (red)
are typically pancake like structures surrounding the flame surface.
If the surfaces moves further than the width of the burning struc-
tures, the interpolation on the isovolume will create a single con-
nect extinction region. This will result in the two extinction holes
erroneously merging in the intermediate step before splitting again.

Figure 6: Interpolation artifacts due to insufficient temporal resolu-
tion: Detailed view of two mixture fraction isosurfaces colored by
OH concentration. Both the bottom surface at t = 0 as well as the
top surfaces at t = 1 is burning (red). However, the middle surface
computed through linear interpolation at t = 0.5 is extinguished as
illustrated in Figure 5d.

Clearly, this is an artifact of an insufficient temporal resolution,
as shown in Figure 6 and should ideally be addressed through more
frequent simulation snapshots. Unfortunately, for most large-scale
simulations including the one considered here, the temporal resolu-
tion available for post-processing is strictly limited by the high cost
of file I/O as well as storage space restrictions. Therefore, even if



the simulation could be repeated, which in itself is too costly to con-
sider in practice, it would be infeasible to save significantly more
data. In principle, tracking could be performed in-situ at the re-
quired temporal resolution. Unfortunately, this would require keep-
ing at least two copies of the simulation state in memory which is
typically not possible. Furthermore, any such processing would not
be allowed to unduly increase the simulation time and/or file IO
making it not viable at this point.

Instead, we propose to alleviate some of the artifacts by exploit-
ing the flexibility to use localized thresholds. In particular, consider
the case of Figure 5c: The interpolation artifact connects the oth-
erwise separate extinction holes by a strip of relatively high, yet
still extinct, OH values. To address this problem we selectively
lower the OH threshold for features in the intermediate time step
to effectively re-classify the light blue region as burning. This will
separate the extinction holes across time and result in the correct
tracking information. Unfortunately, while this approach alleviates
many problems some artifacts are too severe to be corrected in this
manner. As shown in Figure 5d, once the isosurface moves too
fast a region of artificially low OH values, lower than those on the
surface itself, is created in the isovolume. This artificial connec-
tion cannot be cut by lowering the threshold as the low (dark blue)
valley would always exist.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: (a) Early time steps of the original tracking graph of
extinction holes with a large number of artifacts causing artificial
merge-split events. (b) The graph of (a) after artifact removal.

In practice, we first create the tracking graph for a single thresh-
old as discussed above. We then search all intermediate time steps
for high valence, merge-split nodes indicating a potential artifact.
For each of these we progressively lower the local threshold un-
til it either splits into individual nodes, resolving the artifacts, or
a further lowering would increase the number of non-valence two
nodes in the tracking graph by disconnecting holes entirely. Note
that, at any point the features used in the tracking are valid extinc-
tion regions though potentially using slightly different thresholds.
Only the tracking information in the intermediate time step is di-
rectly affected and only if it decreases the number of non-valence
two nodes. Nevertheless, with the ground truth tracking informa-
tion unavailable and the linear interpolation containing known arti-
facts this approach remains a heuristic albeit a very effective one.
Figure 7 shows an example of the first couple of time steps of the
tracking graph of all extinction regions is shown before (a) and after
(b) simplification. The approach described above is a very simple
and yet effective approach to compensate for the insufficient tem-
poral resolution and produce much simpler graphs that can more
intuitively express the fundamental trends in the data.

7 TRACKING GRAPH SIMPLIFICATION

Even assuming a sufficiently high temporal resolution, tracking
graphs often contain another class of spurious events. Virtually all

feature definitions are slightly unstable in the sense that a feature
may hover right at the threshold. Over time, depending on whether
the threshold is slightly above or below, these features can cause
repeated merges and splits resulting in spurious merges and splits
in the tracking graph. Typically, these events convey little infor-
mation of interest but clutter the view and make post-processing
of the graphs unnecessarily difficult. Furthermore, in most appli-
cations the specific choice of threshold is rather arbitrary and any
value within some range is acceptable to the scientists. Therefore,
we propose to exploit the flexibility in choosing a threshold to sim-
plify the graph within a tightly controlled error bound. In particular,
we introduce a new progressive three-pass layout algorithm to sim-
plify the tracking graphs by locally adapting the feature thresholds
within a user defined range. In practice, these changes correspond
to adjusting the cut-points within the merge tree to create an ar-
bitrary cut rather than a horizontal one. The resulting graphs are
more stable, easier to interpret, and better at representing the fun-
damental trends within the data. Conceptually, this is similar to the
artifact removal of Section 6 but instead of only addressing specific
configurations in the intermediate time steps we make the threshold
somewhat malleable to simplify the graph globally.

The first step is to define an objective function with respect to
which the graph should be optimized. For both post-process analy-
sis and visualization we prefer long tracks of valence two nodes or
in other words features that evolve in isolation. Therefore, we fo-
cus on reducing the total number of non-valence two nodes which
includes both splits and merges with valences greater than two as
well as births and deaths with valence one. In general, computing
the optimal graph with the least number of non-valence two nodes
within a given threshold range is NP-hard. Instead, we introduce
a greedy heuristic that is both efficient to implement and has been
shown to be highly effective in practice.

Figure 9: Our interactive linked-view system consists of multiple
views, from left to right: feature embedding view, feature hierarchy
view, and feature evolution view. The range of potential outcomes
for the user-defined threshold range within the current time step
are displayed within both feature hierarchy and feature embedding
view. Here, the counterflow flame combustion data set has been
used and the user-defined fuzzy region is outlined in ‘black’.

Given a range of acceptable thresholds or alternatively an error
bound around an ideal threshold we optimize the graph in three
passes: left-to-right, right-to-left, and a final left-to-right. Con-
ceptually, we always treat features at the “previous” time step (de-
pending on the pass this could either be earlier or later in time) as
fixed and optimize the current features accordingly. During the first
two passes we adjust the graph greedily by delaying any event that
causes a non-valence two node. More specifically, when encoun-
tering a split we merge the corresponding features, if it is possible
within the parameter range. For example, in Figure 8a the blue fea-
ture temporarily appears to split before merging into the light pink
one. A closer look at the merge trees shows that effectively the
blue feature is slowly being replace by the pink one and the split-
merge event is due to both existing simultaneous for one time step.
As shown in Figure 8b, locally lowering the threshold delays the
split and incidentally also resolves the later merge creating a single
clean history. Similarly, when encountering a merge we attempt to



(a) Initial merge trees and tracking graph (b) After first (left-to-right) pass (c) After second (right-to-left) pass

Figure 8: Using localized threshold to simplify a tracking graph. (a) The initial tracking graph and corresponding merge trees with several
nodes of the trees close to the fixed threshold. (b) After the first (left-to-right) pass the yellow death-birth event and the blue split-merge
have been avoided by slightly lowering the threshold. The purple merge has moved through raising the threshold but ultimately cannot be
corrected as the purple feature disappears. (c) After the second (right-to-left) pass the red-green split has been corrected by slightly lowering
the threshold. The purple merge has moved to the left but still cannot be avoided as the saddle necessary to effect a merge is outside the
acceptable range. The third pass (not shown) would move the purple merge back to its original position to minimize the deviation from the
original threshold.

adjust the local parameter to split the features. For example, in the
first pass shown in Figure 8b the purple merge has been delayed
by one time step even though in this case it ultimately could not be
resolved. Finally, births and deaths will be delayed, i.e. the yellow
feature in Figure 8b. Figure 8c shows the situation after the second
(right-to-left) pass which has resolved the green split and move the
purple one further to the left.

The third pass is slightly different and not designed to further
simplify the graph but rather to minimize the deviation in threshold.
The first two passes simplify the graph by canceling merges with
splits (the blue feature) or birth with deaths (the yellow feature).
However, as a side-effect they also move unavoidable merges and
splits first as far right and then as far left as possible (the purple
feature). While these changes are valid within the error bound they
do not structurally improve the graph and thus needlessly distort
the threshold. The final left-to-right pass corrects this problem by
moving these event back to their original location. For example, in
Figure 8 the red-purple merge would move back to its original spot
of Figure 8a.

In practice, this simplification process is driven by the user se-
lecting a focus time step and a threshold range. As shown in Fig-
ure 9, our system shows the geometry of all features at the focus
time steps at both ends of the threshold range as well as a dendro-
gram like display of the corresponding merge tree to help select the
range. Furthermore, the system interactively updates the tracking
graph as parameters change. Finally, we support two modes de-
pending on whether the focus time step should be modified or not.
In the first case we process the entire graph simultaneously in the
three passes described above. However, given that the user chose a
specific threshold at the focus time step it is reasonably to assume
that these features are “correctly” selected and should be taken as
ground truths. In this case, the simplification proceeds simultane-
ously both forward and backward in time keeping the focus time
step unmodified. Not that in this case we only require two passes
as any event that has not been resolved in the first pass cannot be
resolved at all. For example, in Figure 8 the red-green split could
not be resolved if the first time step is kept fixed. Figure 10 shows a
practical example in another combustion use case tracking extinc-
tion holes in a flame burning in a cross-flow.

8 RESULTS

We demonstrate the effectiveness of our tracking algorithm using
a combustion data set as a primary case study. This combustion
data set is from a three dimensional direct numerical simulation of
a turbulent jet flame and contains 101 time steps at the resolution
of 920× 1400× 720 which even considering only the two scalar
fields used here totals ≈1.5TB of data. For each pair of consec-

Figure 10: A example of a tracking graph simplification in the
counterflow combustion simulation. Both the features and the
tracking graphs before (top) and after (bottom) the simplification
are shown. Note that most features that are simplified are too small
to see at this scale and thus likely not significant. Yet without sim-
plification these artifacts create a substantially more complex graph.

utive time steps we first extract the mixture fraction isovolumes,
from these extract the corresponding isosurfaces and compute the
necessary split trees. Finally, we extract the tracking information
between consecutive pairs of time steps. All this is a one-time pre-
processing that is embarrassingly parallel for each pair of consec-
utive time-steps. The analysis for the turbulent jet has been per-
formed in parallel at the Oak Ridge Leadership Computing Facility
on Rhea a Linux cluster with 16, 2.0 GHx Intel Xeon processors
per node. The other two examples have been processed at NERSC
on the Carver cluster with 16, 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon processors per
node. Typically, processing each pair of time steps takes between
5 (AMR combustion) and 60 minutes (turbulent jet). The resulting
data consisting of the trees as well as the corresponding segmen-
tation and tracking information and for the turbulent jet reduces to
about 6GB the vast majority of which is dedicated to the spatial
information for rendering. The remaining processing is done on-
the-fly on the workstation or laptop of the user. In this manner, our
system, for the first time, allows an interactive exploration of the
temporal evolution of features from several TeraBytes of data.

Our approach enables scientists to explore the evolution of ex-



Figure 11: Tracking graph of all extinction holes in the turbulent jet flame for the first 35 time steps. (Left) Original graph; (Right) The graph
of (a) after artifact removal and simplification.

tinction regions for a range of OH concentration values. More im-
portantly the techniques introduced above allow us to remove tem-
poral artifacts as well as simplify the graph. For example, figure 2
shows the evolution of extinction regions at the default OH concen-
tration value of 9.77e−4 resulting in a complex, difficult to com-
prehend and process graph. Instead, our system interactively re-
moves many of the temporal artifacts (Figure 7b) and allows users
to simplify the graph within a strictly controlled error bound. The
resulting graph shown in Figure 11 is significantly simpler, more
intuitive, and easier to process.

To demonstrate the generality and versatility of our approach we
have applied it to a number of other large-scale simulations in the
area of combustion. Figure 9 and 10 show the simulation of flame
in a highly turbulent premixed counterflow. The original data has
a resolution of 432×640×640 at 1048 time steps totaling around
2.7TB of data. Similar to the first application the features of interest
are extinction holes though they are defined slightly differently. un-
like the turbulent jet flame the temporal resolution is quite high and
the flame surface rather stationary. Therefore, one can use a sim-
ple distance based criterion to track features. This data contains far
fewer features but due to the nature of the analysis more parameter
instabilities. As shown in Figure 10 our system is able to extract
clean graphs for visualization and analysis.

Figure 12: An example where (a) a tracking graph is adjusted within
the user-defined fuzzy region, shown in bottom left and bottom
right, to produce (b) a more temporally cohesive graph for the hy-
drogen flame combustion data set.

The final analysis describes an idealized premixed hydrogen
flame [11] and contains 100 time steps of an adaptive mesh resolu-
tion (AMR) simulation at an effective resolution of 256×256×768
and about 400GB of raw data. Here, the burning cells within the
simulation, i.e. regions with high fuel consumption, are consid-
ered to be the features of interest and their correlation details are
computed using spatial overlap. Figure 12 shows an example of
simplification to reduce the complexity of the graph reducing it to
show only the salient features. Figure 13 demonstrates some addi-
tional capabilities of our system namely the ability to interactively
sub-select graphs based on space or a feature of interest. For more

results on all data sets, we refer the reader to the accompanying
supplementary images and video.

9 LIMITATIONS

Localized thresholds can significantly improve the overall tracking
of embedded features and given some error tolerance can also sim-
plify tracking graphs for easier interpretation. However, both ap-
proaches presented in this paper remain limited to the feature defi-
nition given by the merge tree. In particular, for the extinction holes
we can break some artificial connections in the tracking graph by
applying a more aggressive, i.e. lower threshold. However, this
only applies in cases where the artificial features in the in-between
time are weaker, i.e. more shallow, than the features in neighboring
time steps. Unfortunately, this is not always the case, as shown in
Figure 5d. Given that in most practical cases one cannot produce
more data there might be other heuristics that could be applied to
address these cases. For example, detecting when the intermediate
feature has a significantly lower OH value than the surfaces would
be reasonably straight forward. Then a more aggressive geometry
based heuristic could be applied.

As demonstrated by our results the three-pass layout algorithm is
very effective in simplifying a graph to minimize spurious events.
However, due to the greedy nature of the algorithm each step in the
sweep might be optimal but there exists a clear order dependency.
Therefore, we cannot guarantee that the final graph is optimal, i.e.
has the lowest number of non-valence two nodes. Furthermore,
reducing the number of non-valence two nodes may not be the ideal
metric in all applications. For example, the current metric favors
fewer features in general and in certain cases might be prone to
suppress features. Nevertheless, we have applied our system to a
wide variety of case even beyond the results shown here with very
positive results.

10 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have presented a novel tracking algorithm for em-
bedded features which requires only a merge tree as the underlying
abstraction. The use of the merge trees provides our algorithm the
additional flexibility to allow for arbitrary parameter selection in-
teractively. Additionally, we demonstrate that previous approaches
such as overlap tracking is a subset of the proposed algorithm and
can be easily implemented using our approach without any ad-hoc
tracking computation which further improves the generality of the
algorithm.

For the first time, we allow tracking graphs to contain localized
thresholds to enable removal of artifacts due to insufficient tempo-
ral resolution as well as from threshold instabilities. We further
enable a new user interaction which allows selection of flexible
feature definition parameters in tracking graphs and presents users
with an intuitive rendering of the range of outcomes. These func-
tionalities along with the capability to interactively define, select,
and progressively layout subsets of large tracking graphs enables



Figure 13: Extracting local graphs for a set of focus features which
are defined in terms of space (top) or time (bottom) in the AMR
combustion example. In each case, the tracking graphs are shown
before (left) and after (right) the selection.

our framework to explore feature evolution and their feature selec-
tion parameters more flexibly than the traditional approaches. Fi-
nally, using several different data sets from combustion science we
demonstrate the applicability and generality of our approaches.
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